Paper Submission

How do I submit the paper?

The researcher needs to email the paper to editor@ijcaonline.org. Editorial support staffs shall acknowledge the receipt of the manuscript within 24 hours. Detailed information is available in the Call for Paper page.

How much time to complete a review?

Each submission undergoes detailed review by appointed domain experts and peer-reviews by domain peers. A minimum of 25-30 days is required to complete the review process for an article. The review time is primarily mandated by the reviewers. However, editorial board periodically coordinates with reviewers on developments pertaining to any ongoing review.

How to correct an experimental data in my published paper?

Contact the editorial team at editor@ijcaonline.org. Mention the changes and provide the revised CRC. The revised CRC shall be published in accordance to IJCA article policies.

I haven't received any IJCA notification even after 30 days of submission!

Depending on your personal spam filter settings it is possible that the notification email may be directed to your spam folder rather than your inbox. If this is not the case, we request you to escalate the issue to editor@ijcaonline.org. You shall be informed on the status within 24 hours.

My paper exceeds 8 pages!

IJCA policies allow the publication of a paper consisting of 8 or less number of pages. However, depending upon the merit of the research, appropriate relaxations are granted by the IJCA editorial panels.

Do I need to submit the copyright form along with the manuscript?

No, copyright forms shall be accepted by IJCA only if the submission is accepted for publication.

What rights do I have as an author?

IJCA practices author friendly rights and policies. A concise and comprehensive summary is provided in the following link.

Print Copy

How do I buy the IJCA journal print?

Refer the details in the following link: http://www.ijcaonline.org/journal-hardcopy

Can my university subscribe to IJCA?

North American universities representatives can contact editor@ijcaonline.org regarding subscription. Annual subscription of International Journal of Computer Applications IJCA is available only for North American universities. However, we are working with volunteer networks to provide the service to the rest of the international community from 2012-13.

Is my paper available online?

All papers published by IJCA is available in print format worldwide.

Conference Proceedings

How can we publish our conference proceedings with IJCA?

The conference organizers should email a request to editor@ijcaonline.org. The conference shall be evaluated by IJCA advisory panels. Once approval is granted by the panel, the conference organizers
shall be asked to submit the conference proceedings with IJCA. The proceedings shall be published and available in both print and online versions.

How much time needed for approval?

If all the information (solicited by IJCA) is furnished duly, the notifications shall be informed within 3-4 working days.

Is publication of conference free-of-cost?

Publication of conference proceedings is a free-of-cost IJCA service to the scientific community furthering the journal's mission to preserve and disseminate scientific knowledge.

How much does time is needed to publish the proceedings?

IJCA typesetting teams shall require a minimum of 15 days (from the date of submission of the proceedings’ papers) to complete the publication process in both print and online formats.

Is there any particular paper format?

IJCA recommends the conference organizers to accept the final papers according to the IJCA paper template. The set of papers should be submitted to IJCA in DOC/DOCX format and in A4 size.

Is a single copyright form from the organizer sufficient?

Yes, a single copyright form from the conference organizer is sufficient.

Individual authors need not submit the copyright form.

Is the copyright form mandatory?

No, vide circular #467FCS/RT, the conference organizer is no longer mandated to submit the copyright form. However, in case, IJCA demands the form, the same should be submitted to the IJCA editorial board.

Do we have to follow a review format?

The conference board has the choice to use any appropriate review format. The review format should essentially provide not just points but detailed comments as to how the paper can be further improved or possibilities of further work.

How many articles can be submitted with IJCA?

There is no limit as to the number of articles that can be submitted with IJCA. However, utmost care and diligence must be observed while submitting high quality research and non-plagiarized contents. Each article shall be subjected to secondary review by IJCA panels.

How many pages is allowed in any submitted paper?

Ideally submitted paper should not contain more than 8 pages.

How can we order print copies?

IJCA shall accept print copy orders only after the publication of the proceedings' issue.